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MAINTENANCE

Prevention is Better Than Cure
The significance of preventative maintenance in the capital effective, as opposed to blindly allowing the com»
equipment equation cannot be reiterated enough. Benefits ponent to self-destruct, and then having to pay for
abound and include operator and machine safety. machine an expensive replacement. The ‘if it’s not broken,

efficiency and time savings, among others. All these point don’t fix it' approach is still commonplace across

towards one direction — optimal total cost of ownership (TCO). many industries, but one thing is for sure, it is not

a sustainable approach to equipment ownership.

ne ofthe keydrivers in the TCO calculation As opposed to blindly allowing the
is the frequency and costs associated with component to self‘destruct, and
unplanned maintenance,oras everyone then having to pay for an expensive
experiences it, breakdowns. Modern

replacement
equipment is becoming increasingly complex, and
with this increase in complexity, comes increased

strict maintenancerisks associated with breakdowns, Meanwhile, a preventive re—

gime means that you are assured your equipment
Regular monitoring a must is operated under safe conditions, both for the
While breakdowns can often not be planned for, machine and the operators. Possible issues can

followinga regular well- be nipped in the bud before they have a chance
documented mainte- to cause harm. Health and safety of employees is
nance schedule will also a business priority across industries, but it
allow the equipment perhaps takes greater precedence in mining and
ownerto establish best-

construction, where the risk of serious accidents
practice preventative and injuries are significantly higher.
maintenance actions.

For example. regular In terms ofmachine efficiency, normal wearand tear

monitoring of the oil can result in lower machine efficiency. Preventive

conditioninahydraulic maintenance assures optimal working conditions
and conserves thesystem willshow a wear lifespan of the equipment.

trend, and when there Time is money

is a sudden increase in The old adage, ‘time is money' still holds true.

wear materials, it will Planned preventive maintenance may cause small

allow the equipment hindrance in terms of production, but that is noth-

maintenance team to ing compared with actual downtime caused by a
remove the relevant breakdown. Because it is planned, production can

component and in? propose the optimal time and can factor in the nui»

spect itto ascertain the sance. Preventative maintenance procedures take

reason forthis sudden less time than emergency repairs and replacements.

accelerated wear.
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